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Abstract: This paper assesses the performance of node eviction schemes in vehicular 
networking. To secure inter-vehicle communication, a misbehaved node's certificate must 
be revoked to stop it from injecting messages in the network. The evaluation metrics trade 
off speed, time taken to remove the node, and accuracy, separation of bad from good. 
Among various factors affecting a scheme’s performance, the model focuses on the 
percentage of attacker-controlled nodes. The model abstracts the process of node eviction 
in order to evaluate a variety of node eviction schemes in vehicular ad-hoc networks 
(VANETs) for safety-critical services. The novel approach of specifying two subnets, 
without labeling Bad or Good, increases the flexibility of the modeling. The study 
discovers the potential of exploring a new class of node eviction schemes. 
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1.   Introduction 

Inter-vehicle communication plays an essential role in transportation safety, enabling 
vehicles to exchange accident avoidance information [1]. Vehicular ad-hoc networks 
(VANETs) feature high-speed mobility, short-lived connectivity, and infrastructure-less 
networking [2]. Due to social and economic impact of safety-critical services by VANET, 
reliability becomes an important issue. Ma et al. conducted a thorough survey on the 
reliability of safety applications in VANETs and direct future research trends for 
analyzing reliability [3]. Beyond faulty nodes hindering VANET performance with fatal 
consequences in safety applications, malicious nodes intentionally inject faulty messages 
in VANETs with potential of massive destruction [4]. It is paramount to remove errant 
nodes out of VANETs immediately. 

Node eviction schemes accompany authentication mechanisms in network security [5]. 
Differing from key distribution schemes to rule out threats from outside [6], node eviction 
schemes deal with insiders. Traditionally, a centralized Certification Authority (CA), such 
as Motor Vehicle Registry, revokes an errant node’s certificate. However, the nature of 
VANETs renders the CA-based approaches ineffective. Current node-eviction schemes in 
VANET allow nodes to make decisions and take actions against other errant nodes locally 
or in a distributed manner [7]. The local node-eviction schemes can be further classified 
into five categories: Reputation, Abstinence, Vote, Suicide, and Police. 

By maintaining a Reputation metric, ratings of other nodes, an individual node can 
disengage itself from bad nodes. Eventually, nodes with bad reputation will be excluded 
from VANET. CORE (Collaborative Reputation) is a reputation-based mechanism that 
enforces nodes’ proper behavior in order to stay in a mobile ad-hoc network [8]. 
Abstinence, the extreme of Reputation class, retains its ratings of others to itself. Upon 
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detecting a bad node with its own direct observation, the node takes a passive role of 
staying away from the bad node but provides no reporting. OREN (Optimal Revocations 
in Ephemeral Networks) is a game-theoretic framework for local revocation that 
dynamically adapts its cost parameters to guarantee a successful revocation in the most 
socially efficient manner [9]. Reputation-based approaches are resilient from false 
detection but respond incidents slowly. 

Vote class gives fast response. Raya et al. proposed a Local Eviction of Attackers by 
Voting Evaluators (LEAVE) [10]. CA collects accusations from different nodes and, upon 
reaching a threshold, it revokes the node being accused. LEAVE arguments infrastructure-
based revocation protocol with Misbehaving Detection System, enabling individual nodes 
self-safegard. However, voting becomes injustice when there exist more deceiving nodes 
than honest ones. To bring accusers' accountability, Suicide class allows a single node 
unilaterally revoke another node at the cost of itself being revoked [11]. The motivation 
comes from the nature that a bee stings, losing its life, to respond a perceived threat 
against its hive. Incentive is offered to a node committed suicide through a periodically 
available Trust Authority (TA), rewarding the node for its justified suicide with its 
reinstation. Suicide schemes inherit Vote's fast response while increasing accuracy. 

Police is a class of revocation schemes in transportation, but largely unexplored in 
VANETs [1]. A special vehicle, such as a police car, patrols the network of roads and 
revokes any misbehaved nodes immediately upon detection. This class is accurate as the 
evidence is first hand, but its speed depends on the chance being caught though the 
eviction is taken instantly. 

This paper conducts the performance evaluation of local node eviction schemes in 
VANETs. According to [7], node eviction process involves four phases: detecting a bad 
node, reporting to other nodes and/or CA, revoking the bad node, and disseminating the 
eviction notification. Our work focuses on delay that covers the portion of vulnerability 
window related to VANETs. 

2.   Analysis of Node Eviction Schemes 

This section specifies our model that abstracts the node eviction process and defines the 
performance metrics to examine various node eviction schemes. 

2.1  System Model 
The system is modeled as a network of who wants to receive messages from whom, 
controlled by certificates. Each node maintains a list of other nodes’ valid certificates 
(LVC). Upon receiving a message from another node, a node verifies the sender’s 
credential in its LVC before accepting the message. Initially, the network is a duplex 
complete graph of n nodes, as shown in Figure 1, each node having n-1 outgoing edges to 
send messages to all the other nodes and n-1 incoming edges to accept messages from all. 
Figure 2 illustrates when a bad node (shaded dark) is removed from the network, all its 
outgoing edges are removed. Therefore, connectivity is defined as other nodes’ rejection 
of receiving a node’s messages since wireless communication environment cannot limit 
transmission for sending messages. 

Various factors affect the performance of node eviction schemes. Topology of roads, 
spread of Roadside Unit (RSU), speed of vehicles, drivers’ behavior, and number of bad 
nodes are just some examples. We model node eviction process, as a set of states and 
transitions, which eventually separates all the nodes into two subnets. A state, [g1, b1, g2, 
b2], defines the ratio of good nodes in Subnet I (g1) and Subnet II (g2) as well as the ratio 
of bad nodes in Subnet I (b1) and Subnet II (b2). A state transition occurs by either a good 
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node or a bad node moving from Subnet I to Subnet II: g or b. Table 1 below lists the 
situations. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Initial Network  Figure 2: Network with Bad Node Removed 

Table 1: Transition Definitions 

Action Condition Transition 

g 
g1t > 0  and  g2t < 1 

g1t + b1t + g2t + b2t = 
1 

𝑔1𝑡+1 =  𝑔1𝑡− 1
𝑛

 𝑔2𝑡+1 =  𝑔2𝑡+ 1
𝑛

 

b 
b1t > 0  and  b2t < 1 

g1t + b1t + g2t + b2t = 
1 

𝑏1𝑡+1 =  𝑏1𝑡− 1
𝑛

 𝑏2𝑡+1 =  𝑏2𝑡+ 1
𝑛

 

2.2   Modeling of Node Eviction Schemes 

An ideal node eviction scheme is to separate good nodes from bad nodes the instance 
when malicious behavior is detected. We consolidate the five classes of node eviction 
schemes into three case studies: Vote [10], Abstinence [9], and Police [1]. Suicide [11] 
resembles Vote, involving reporting phase, but excises veto power at the cost of losing its 
temporary transmission. Reputation [8] is a moderate case of Abstinence when reporting 
phase is skipped. 

2.3   Definition of Performance Metrics 

To measure eviction performance, the state-of-the-art either concentrates on delay of 
dissemination, one of the four phases in node eviction process, or outcomes of statistical 
test, such as True Positive, True Negative, False Positive, and False Negative[7]. We 
measure eviction performance with both speed and accuracy. Vote schemes favor speed 
when threshold sets low, but attackers could abuse Vote class by false reporting, affecting 
the accuracy of the schemes [10]. Abstinence class resists false accusation since they 
involve no reporting; eventually a bad node would be removed if it sends bad messages to 
all the nodes in the network [9]. Police class responds instantly once malicious behavior 
being detected and possesses high trust level, but their performance depends on patrolling 
to the right place at the right time. Current literature has not analyzed Police class yet as 
no one specific Police scheme has been proposed. 

Accuracy is measured with two parameters: Unity and Risk. Unity defines how much 
segregated between good and bad nodes while Risk determines the chance of good nodes 
in contact with bad nodes. With two subnets, our modeling focuses on separating process 
rather than labeling, featuring symmetry. 

Unity is calculated as the opposition of variety (often measured by entropy) in our 
network settings, shown in (1), where umax  normalizes the measure with the maximum 
possible unity value of the entire network and 𝑘 scales to the minimum unity obtainable in 
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a setting. 
𝑈(𝑔1,𝑔2) = 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (1 − 𝑘) �� 𝑔1

𝑔1+𝑔2
log2 �

𝑔1
𝑔1+𝑔2

��+ � 𝑔2
𝑔1+𝑔2

log2 �
𝑔2

𝑔1+𝑔2
���          (1) 

The maximum unity value can reach 1 when good nodes are together in one subnet. The 
minimum value of zero unity is only obtainable if the total number of good nodes, 
(g1+g2), is two or less when any good node stands alone in a subnet surrounded by bad 
nodes. With more than two good nodes, the least unity value obtainable is 0.5 when good 
nodes are equally divided into the two subnets. 

Risk is defined in (2) as the probability of good nodes encountering bad nodes. More 
bad nodes in the population of a subnet cause higher risk while absence of good nodes in a 
subnet would pose no risk. 

𝑅(ℎ1,𝑚1, ℎ2,𝑚2) = � 𝑚1

ℎ1+𝑚1
× ℎ1

ℎ1+ℎ2
� + � 𝑚2

ℎ2+𝑚2
× ℎ2

ℎ1+ℎ2
�                         (2) 

Speed is computed as the average time when the network is vulnerable, as shown in 
(3). Incident, I(x,y), indicates that Node x eliminates Node y in its LVC. Time starts 
clicking when Node x detects Node y misbehave, denoted by ts(I(x,y)). Time ends after 
Node y is moved to the other subnet, te(I(x,y)). 

𝑇 = 1
𝑛(𝐼)

∑ 𝑡𝑒𝑥,𝑦 (𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)) − 𝑡𝑠(𝐼(𝑥,𝑦))                               (3) 

3.   Simulation 

We simulate the three classes of node eviction schemes with the Recursive Porous Agent 
Simulation Toolkit (Repast) [12]. Agent-based simulation models concurrent operations 
and interactions of mobile individuals to predict the emergence of a complex system from 
micro to macro level [13]. Repast, one of popular agent-based simulation platforms, offers 
a rich simulation environment, with seamless GIS integration, suitable for VANET. 

The configuration sets four 2D roads on a grid space, where sixty cars cycle around at 
different speeds and communicate with each other as well as RSUs when approaching 
their proximities. RSUs relay messages to CA. Frequency of contact (how often nodes 
exchange messages) depends on nodes’ locations and speed as well as the scheme. We 
vary the number of bad nodes from 0 to 100%. At the initial state, all good nodes are in 
Subnet I. Ideally, all good nodes remain in Subnet I while all bad nodes are moved to 
Subnet II. When the system reaches the equilibrium state, the parameters are calculated. 
For Vote class, threshold sets at 0.5, i.e., CA removes the bad node with half of the 
population reporting it. For Police class, one police car patrols the entire road network, 
deduced from statistics of 2.3 policemen per 1,000 civilians [14]. 

The simulation studies how well a scheme eventually separates bad nodes from good 
nodes, and how long it takes. The metrics include time, unity, and risk with respect to the 
percentage of bad nodes in the network. 

4.   Results Interpretation 

According to (3), the average vulnerability time depends on the number and duration of 
incidents. Figure 3 depicts the simulation results of time. As predicted, Vote class 
performs the best in terms of average vulnerability time because every incident triggers 
segregation, and only half of the population is required to vote a node out by our setting 
the threshold 0.5. Police class makes the second since it segregates a bad node once the 
police catches a faulty message. The time rises as the percentage of bad nodes increases 
because it takes more time for the police to arrive in time at multiple locations or for CA 
to collect votes regarding more candidates. 
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Abstinence class performs the worst since a bad node is moved to Subnet II only if all 
nodes remove it from their LVCs. Referring to (3), many incidents start but never end, 
resulting to very long vulnerability time compared to the other schemes. Due to the low 
probability that a node meets every other node while misbehaving, the length of time is 
mostly independent of the number of bad nodes. The slight dip in time coincides with a 
rare scenario when at least one bad node meets every other node while misbehaving. Such 
an outlier brings down the arithmetic average of time, validating (3). 

 
Figure 3: Average Vulnerability Time 

Figures 4 and 5 summarize simulation results of accuracy. Accuracy is the best with 
the highest Unity and lowest Risk, as defined in (1) and (2). Police and Abstinence display 
the same Unity of 1, insensitive to the percentage of bad nodes, because their actions 
depend on the first hand information. No false accusation takes place; hence, good nodes 
would not be mixed with bad nodes. The Unity of Vote class diminishes as the percentage 
of bad nodes reaches 0.5, its threshold setting, because false accusations by bad node 
moves good nodes to Subnet II. 

  
Figure 4: Average Unity Figure 5: Average Risk 

Police class poses the lowest Risk among the three because each incident triggers a 
bad node being moved from Subnet I to Subnet II. At the end, good and bad nodes are 
largely segregated, almost no Risk. However, as the percentage of bad nodes increases, it 
becomes hard for the one police to catch all bad nodes in time as multiple bad nodes pop 
up simultaneously at different locations. It is also possible that the police never catch 
some bad nodes, which shows that Risk rises. Vote class also poses low Risk when the 
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percentage of bad nodes is low, but as the percentage increases beyond 0.5, its threshold 
setting, Risk rises suddenly due to two reasons: less good nodes there to report while more 
false accusations by bad nodes and less good nodes remain. As simulation reaches the 
equilibrium state, almost all the nodes, good and bad, end up in Subnet II, back to the 
image of the initial state. Abstinence class has the highest Risk since a bad node is moved 
out of Subnet I only when every other node abstains itself from it. Risk rises steadily as 
the percentage of bad nodes increases. At some points, Risk fluctuates since a good node 
is removed from Subnet I. Notice that well after 0.5, Risk of Abstinence becomes lower 
than Vote class due to more bad nodes than good nodes to distort the truth. 

5.   Conclusion 

This paper presents a new model to evaluate the performance of the node eviction 
schemes in VANETs. The metrics include both speed and accuracy. The subnet concept 
gives the flexibility of our model for various schemes of diverse VANET safety-critical 
services. Our analysis discovers the potential of a new scheme, Police, which directs a 
future research on designing new schemes of node eviction to secure inter-vehicle 
communications. 
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